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Abstract—A numerical simulator of satellite microwave radiometric observations of mountainous scenes, developed in a previous study, has been used to predict the relief effects on the
measurements of a spaceborne radiometer. For this purpose, the
trends of the error due to topography, i.e., the difference between
the antenna temperature calculated for a topographically variable
surface and that computed for a flat terrain versus the parameters
representing the relief, have been analyzed. The analysis has been
mainly performed for a mountainous area in the Alps by assuming
a simplified land-cover scenario consisting of bare terrain with two
roughness conditions (smooth and rough soils) and considering Land C-bands, i.e., those most suitable for soil moisture retrieval.
The results have revealed that the error in satellite microwave
radiometric observations is particularly correlated to the mean
values of the height and slope of the radiometric pixel, as well as
to the standard deviations of the aspect angle and local incidence
angle. Both a regression analysis and a neural-network approach
have been applied to estimate the error as a function of the
parameters representing the relief, using the simulator to build
training and test sets. The prediction of the topography effects
and their correction in radiometric images have turned out to be
feasible, at least for the scenarios considered in this study.
Index Terms—Microwave radiometry, relief, soil moisture,
topography.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ICROWAVE radiometry of land should carefully account for large-scale relief effects when applied to hilly
or mountainous areas [1], which represent important targets
within earth remote sensing from satellites, particularly for
hydrological purposes. Indeed, variations in topography influence the upwelling brightness temperature (TB ) measured by
a satellite radiometer in several ways. The optical depth of
the atmosphere is modified, the radiometer observation angle
becomes a function of the surface slope, parts of the scene may
be shadowed, radiation can be reflected from one tilted surface
to another, and a depolarization effect occurs. Moreover, at
microwave frequencies, the large variability of the mountainous
scenario should be considered, if compared with the relatively
large antenna footprint [2].
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The effects listed earlier should be accounted for and, possibly, corrected or at least mitigated in order to remotely sensing
biogeophysical parameters, such as soil moisture. Indeed, algorithms for retrieving soil moisture from spaceborne microwave
radiometers (e.g., [3] and [4]) assume a relatively flat terrain,
so that, as stated in [5], their application to areas with a heterogeneous surface elevation can produce significant discrepancies
between estimated and actual values of this parameter.
Previous research focused on the quantification of the topography effects on microwave radiometry over land. Mätzler
and Standley [1] underlined the effects resulting from the
shadowing of sky radiation by an elevated horizon, as well
as those due to the variable atmospheric contributions. An
incentive to study the impact of the relief on the microwave
radiometer measurements was given by the recent design of
satellite missions dedicated to soil moisture estimation over
a global scale, such as the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) one and the future Soil Moisture Active–Passive
(SMAP) mission. Within the framework of the SMOS mission,
the difference between the modeled TB in the areas of complex
topography and those obtained for a flat surface was highlighted
in [6], while in [7], the relief was accounted for in an end-toend performance simulator, leading to a warning on its possible
impact. In [8], an approach to predict the impact of topography
on microwave emission, in which the surface was replaced
by the probability density function of the surface slopes, was
proposed. In [9], a method to single out SMOS pixels affected
by radiometric errors induced by relief, possibly hampering
soil moisture retrieval, was designed. It must be noted that,
as claimed in [5], topography influences also the amount of
solar radiation received, having an impact on soil moisture,
temperature conditions and vegetation, thus affecting surface
microwave emission.
In a previous paper [10], we developed a simulator of satellite
microwave radiometric observations of mountainous scenes,
named Simulator of Topographic Artefacts in MIcrowave RAdiometry (STAMIRA), able to operate at different frequencies
and observation angles. This simulator allowed us to carry out
an analysis aiming at a complete evaluation of the error in
satellite microwave radiometric imaging of a terrain with a
complex relief that accounted also for the downwelling radiation scattered by the surface originated either from the sky or
an elevated landscape (depending on the horizon).
Quantifying the effect of the topography can be important,
for soil moisture applications, in order to flag the radiometric
measurements [9]. However, if we were able not only to quantify the impact of the relief but also to predict it, we could in
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the vertical profile of the terrain assumed by STAMIRA.
Fig. 1.

Block diagram of the STAMIRA simulator.

principle correct unreliable data, thus retrieving soil moisture in
flagged radiometric pixels too. Such a prediction, which is the
objective of the present study, represents a novel contribution
with respect to current literature, as well as the development of
the study accomplished in [10].
In this paper, the trends of the difference between the antenna temperature calculated for a mountainous scene and that
computed for a flat terrain versus the parameters representing
the topography, such as local observation angle, slope, aspect,
and height, are analyzed. From this analysis, an attempt to
establish a relationship between the TB variations due to relief
and the aforementioned parameters is performed by applying
both regression and neural-network (NN) approaches. To train
the prediction algorithms, as well as to assess their results,
the STAMIRA simulator has been run by employing a digital
elevation model (DEM) of northern Italy, including the Alpine
region. A test has been also performed for the Pyrenees. L- and
C-frequency bands, i.e., those most suitable for soil moisture
retrieval, have been considered for this application, and two
radiometer configurations characterized by a conical scan have
been assumed.
In Section II, an overview of the STAMIRA simulator is
provided. Section III analyzes the correlation between the error
induced by topography and the parameters representing the
relief, while Section IV is dedicated to the prediction of the
error. Section V draws the main conclusions.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE STAMIRA S IMULATOR
The scope of this section is to resume the main equations
implemented in the STAMIRA simulator; for a detailed description of its characteristics, the reader is referred to [10].
The block diagram of STAMIRA is shown in Fig. 1.
STAMIRA provides the numerical simulation of a radiometric
observation of a mountainous area basing on the following
relationship:
TBP = TemP t + TscP t + Tmr (1 − t)

(1)

where TBP is the P -polarized upwelling brightness temperature measured by a satellite radiometer (P may be H, i.e.,

horizontal, or V , i.e., vertical). The addends at the second
member of (1) represent the various contributions to TBP . The
first addend is the product between the emitted component
evaluated at the bottom of the atmosphere TemP and the atmospheric transmittance t, whereas the second addend TscP is the
scattered component of the downwelling radiation, if present.
The third term represents the atmospheric upwelling TB (note
that the upwelling mean radiative temperature Tmr has been
supposed equal to the downwelling one).
A simplified scheme of a vertical section of the terrain
assumed by STAMIRA to simulate TBP is shown in Fig. 2,
in which β is the surface slope, θ is the radiometer observation
angle, and θl is the local observation angle. The other quantities
reported in Fig. 2 will be introduced hereafter. STAMIRA
includes a module for the computation of TemP (see Fig. 1)
that is based on the study carried out in [2]. For each DEM
element, this module derives the local observation angle θl
and the rotation angle of the polarization plane. To compute the emissivity of a facet of the DEM as a function of
θl , STAMIRA uses the following semiempirical relationship
[11]–[14]:


sp
(θ
)(1
−
q
)
−
q
Γ
(θ
)
exp(−hs ) (2)
eP (θl ) = 1 − Γsp
l
s
s
l
P
Q
where eP is the P -polarized emissivity of bare soil.
The parameters qs , denoting the polarization coupling factor and hs , related to the surface roughness, are evaluated
according to the model developed by Wang et al. [12],
when dealing with L- and C-bands. In (2), the P - and Qpolarized (either H or V ) specular Fresnel reflectivities Γsp
P
and Γsp
Q (one minus the respective emissivities) are determined by applying the soil permittivity model by Dobson
et al. [15]. The soil emissivity computed through (2) is modified to account for the polarization rotation (see [2] and
[10]) and then multiplied by the soil temperature to derive TemP .
As for the scattered component of the downwelling radiation,
it must be firstly considered that, in the presence of relief,
each surface element may diffuse both sky radiation and the
radiation from the elevated landscape, depending on the local
horizon (see Fig. 2). To calculate TscP , STAMIRA describes
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the surface bistatic scattering behavior at P -polarization as
a combination of a specular coherent component and a term
representing the diffuse incoherent component. Basing on this
scheme, the surface reflectivity turns out to be
ΓP (θl ) = 1 − eP (θl )

1
=
σP0 dΩs
4π cos θl
2π
sp
= (1 − asp )Γin
P + asp ΓP (θl ).

(3)

In (3), σP0 is the bistatic scattering coefficient at P polarization, given by the sum of a copolarized component and
a cross-polarized one, and asp , spanning the interval [0–1],
represents the specularity factor. The term Γin
P of (3) originates
from the incoherent component of the bistatic scattering coefficient. Note that, to make ΓP (θl ) consistent with the expression
of eP (θl ) given by (2), asp and Γin
P have to be expressed as
asp = (1 − qs ) exp(−hs )

(4a)

sp
Γin
P = qs ΓQ exp(−hs )/(1 − asp ).

(4b)

The knowledge of the coherent and incoherent components
of the surface reflectivity allows expressing the downwelling
brightness temperature scattered by a surface element (i.e., a
facet of the DEM). STAMIRA evaluates TscP as [10]
 in 
TscP = asp Γsp
P Tsp + (1 − asp ) ΓP /π
⎡

⎢
×⎣
TBground [n · m] dΩs
ΔΩground


+

⎤
⎥
Tsky [n · m] dΩs ⎦

(5)

Fig. 3. Measurement geometry assumed by STAMIRA to evaluate the radiometer antenna temperature. The cyan ellipses represent the IFOVs of the
radiometer antenna.

The way STAMIRA determines the specular component and
evaluates the term within the square brackets in (5), which
is proportional to the irradiance incident on the surface, is
described in detail in [10]. Basically, a module implementing a
ray-tracing algorithm is set up in order to determine the horizon
of every DEM facet and to distinguish between the irradiance
due to the elevated landscape [the first integral in (5)] and sky
radiation (second integral).
Once the various terms of (1) are computed for each DEM
cell, STAMIRA evaluates the number n of elements of the
DEM comprised in every radiometric pixel, i.e., in the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the radiometer antenna,
as described in [2]. Making reference to Fig. 3, showing the
measurement geometry considered by STAMIRA that assumes
a conically scanning radiometer, an element of the DEM,
whose central point coordinates are (x, y), is contained in the
radiometer IFOV if the following inequality is satisfied:

ΔΩsky

where Tsp is the brightness temperature impinging the DEM
facet from the specular direction (either from the sky or an
elevated surface, depending on the horizon), while Tsky and
TBground are the downwelling radiations coming from below
and above the horizon, respectively (see Fig. 2). The term
n · m is the scalar product between the versor of the surface
normal and the unit vector representing the direction from
which the radiation impinges on the surface. ΔΩground denotes
the solid angle under which each individual facet observes the
surrounding terrain, and ΔΩsky is the corresponding quantity
for the sky radiation Tsky (see Fig. 2). The latter quantity is
given by
Tsky = Tmr (1 − t) + Tcos t

(6)

where Tcos (assumed to be equal to 2.75 K) is the cosmic background. Note that the extraterrestrial TB has been approximated
to Tcos .

(y − my )2
(x − mx )2
+
2
σx
σy2

 2
σx − σy2
+ tan(2γ)
(x − mx )(y − my ) ≤ 1.
σx2 σy2

(7)

In (7), σx and σy denote the semiaxes of the ellipse representing the IFOV, while mx and my are the coordinates of
the IFOV center, and γ represents the azimuthal step of the
scanning system.
The final evaluation of the antenna temperature, including
the identification of the pixels affected by shadowing in the
IFOV (that do not contribute to TBP ), has been carried out as
in [10], where it has been assumed, for simplicity, an antenna
characterized by a major lobe efficiency that is equal to one and
by a constant directivity D within the major lobe. Indicating by
βi the slope angle of the ith element of the DEM included in the
considered radiometric pixel, by θli its local observation angle
(see Fig. 2), and by TBP i its brightness temperature, expressed
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Fig. 4. DEM of Italy. The green and red boxes enclose the portions of the
DEM used in this paper, both included in the Alpine region.

by (1), the antenna temperature at P polarization TP has been
estimated through the following:
N

N

TBP i DΩi
TP =

i=1
N

=

i=1
N

DΩi
i=1

N

θli
TBP i D HA2cos
cos βi

i=1

=
θli
D HA2cos
cos βi

θli
TBP i cos
cos βi

i=1
N

i=1

.
cos θli
cos βi

(8)
In (8), A is the area of a DEM element referenced to a
projection on the horizontal plane (see Fig. 2), so that its actual
area is given by (A/ cos βi ), while Ωi is the solid angle under
which the ith facet is observed by the radiometer (see Fig. 3)
that is equal to (A cos θli /H 2 cos βi ), being H the range from
the DEM cell to the satellite, which has been supposed constant
considering a conical scanning and neglecting the cell height
with respect to the satellite height.
III. E RROR AS A F UNCTION OF THE
T OPOGRAPHY PARAMETERS
The error due to the topography is evaluated in terms of
ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat , which is the difference between the
antenna temperature calculated through (8) and that computed
for a flat terrain (having the same roughness, moisture, and
composition) placed at an altitude that is equal to the average
of the heights of the DEM facets within the antenna IFOV.
Looking at the block diagram shown in Fig. 1, STAMIRA
requires a DEM of the area of interest, the characteristics of
the soil, the atmospheric data, and the instrument parameters.
A DEM of Italy, having a spatial resolution of 250 ×
250 m, has been mainly used in this work. In particular, we
have considered a portion of 1600 × 512 DEM elements (400 ×
128 km2 ) placed in northern Italy to focus our analysis on the
Alps. The DEM is shown in Fig. 4, and the area considered in
this phase of our study is highlighted in green.
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As for the soil parameters, the following values have been
used as inputs to STAMIRA: volumetric moisture that is equal
to 0.25, dry soil density that is equal to 1.3 g/m3 , and fractions
of sand and clay that are equal to 32% and 25%, respectively. Concerning the surface temperature Ts , a decrease with
the height z, according to a standard temperature gradient of
6.5 K/km, has been assumed, supposing Ts at sea level (z = 0)
to be equal to 296 K. Note that, for the sake of simplicity,
we do not account for the relation between topography and
quantities influencing surface emission, such as soil moisture
and temperature [5], considering also that they are related to
environmental processes and not to the measurement technique.
Moreover, Ts has been supposed constant with the depth in the
soil over the range of penetration of the considered frequencies.
The present release of STAMIRA assumes bare soil coverage,
thus avoiding vegetation effects, in order to single out those
due to relief. Two values of standard deviation of the surface
height s, i.e., s = 0.73 cm (smooth soil) and s = 2.45 cm
(rough soil), have been used. As for the atmospheric parameters, considering L- and C-bands and nonprecipitating weather
conditions, the atmosphere has been approximately considered
transparent [11].
Regarding the instrument parameters, for C-band, we have
made reference to the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) [16],
supposing a sensor operating at 6.9 GHz, observing the Earth
at 55◦ from an altitude of 705 km and with a spatial resolution
of 75 × 43 km2 . For L-band (1.4 GHz), we have considered an
instrument characterized by an observation angle of 40◦ , and orbiting at 670 km of altitude, as that foreseen for the radiometer
aboard the future SMAP mission [17]. A spatial resolution of
40 × 40 km2 has been assumed, because the SMAP radiometerbased soil moisture product will be posted on a 36-km grid
[17]. It is worth noting that worsening of the resolution tends
to smooth the different contributions coming from the surface
cells. Such smoothing mitigates the variability of ΔTP , but it
does not cause a considerable change of its average value because the topography affects the brightness temperature of each
surface point independently of the instrument characteristics
(because of polarization mixing, shadowing, and so on).
To estimate the error induced by the relief, which is the
goal of this study, we have computed the mean values of
height (mh ), slope (mβ ), aspect (mα ), and local incidence
angle (mθl ), of the DEM elements within the radiometric
IFOV [whose number is determined through (7)], as well as
the standard deviations of these parameters, denoted as σh ,
σβ , σα , and σθl , respectively. Then, we have calculated the
correlation coefficient (R) between ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat and
the aforementioned variables describing the topography of the
area of interest. The results, for the Alpine area, are reported in
Table I (C-band) and Table II (L-band).
It can be noted that, considering mh , mβ , σθl , and σα , the
correlation coefficient is larger than 0.7 both for C- and L-bands
and for the two roughness conditions (except σθl for L-band,
rough soil, vertical polarization). In particular, the values of R
that are larger than 0.9 have been found at C-band, for mβ , σα ,
and σθl , while mα and mθl are the parameters presenting the
least value of R. It is worth pointing out that, for C-band, R has
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TABLE I
C ORRELATION C OEFFICIENT (R) B ETWEEN ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat AND
THE R ELIEF PARAMETERS FOR C-BAND . B OLD D ENOTES R ≥ 0.7. T HE
A LPINE A REA (R ED B OX IN F IG . 4) I S C ONSIDERED

TABLE II
S AME AS TABLE I, BUT FOR L-BAND

Fig. 5. TP − TP _ﬂat versus mh , σθl , mσ , and σα for a rough soil and
C-band. The Alpine area (red box in Fig. 4) is considered. (Left panels) H
polarization. (Right panels) V polarization. The red dashed line represents the
best fit.

been computed considering 264 radiometric pixels, i.e., those
included in the considered Alpine region of 400 × 128 km2
according to the outcome of the application of (7) (note that
AMSR-E has a pixel spacing of 10 × 10 km2 at C-band). As for
L-band, the results in Table II have been obtained by analyzing
48 pixels, having assumed a pixel spacing on the order of the
dimension of the pixel itself [17].
Plots of ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat versus mh , mβ , σθl , and σα
are shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 (C-band), and Fig. 7 (L-band).
Note that we have included in our analysis a large range of
mean surface heights (see upper panels) spanning an interval of approximately 250–2600 m at both C- and L-bands.
At horizontal polarization (H-pol), ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat is
a positive quantity, while the opposite occurs at V -pol. As
explained in [10], the downward radiation impinging on the
surface is due not only to the atmospheric TB , which is fairly
low, but also to the radiation coming from surrounding surface
cells placed at higher altitude (see Fig. 2). The latter radiation
is quite high considering that the emissivity of the terrain is
around 0.9, so that it increases the scattered component of the
downwelling brightness temperature. Another important effect
of the topography is the mixing of the two linearly polarized
components radiated by a surface facet [2], which implies a
general increase of the emitted component at H-pol, while the
V -pol one tends to decrease. These two effects have different
relative impact on the resulting radiometric observations, depending on the polarization. At H-pol, the increase of TscP ,
due to the fact that the surfaces illuminated by radiation from
surrounding elevated terrain enhance their TB with respect
to facets scattering atmospheric downward radiation only, is
added to the increase of TemP , mainly due to the polarization coupling [2], so that TH > TH _ﬂat . As for V -pol, the
increase of the scattered component due to the radiation of
the elevated landscape does not compensate for the decrease

Fig. 6.

Same as Fig. 5, but for a smooth soil.

of the emitted component, so that TV − TV _ﬂat < 0 [10].
Note that from the study accomplished in [18] for L-band, it
emerged that TV < TV _ﬂat and TH > TH _ﬂat because of the
topography, in agreement with our findings.
Figs. 5–7 confirm the correlation between mh , mβ , σθl , σα ,
and the error induced by the relief. To emphasize the increase
of ΔTH = TH − TH _ﬂat with the increase of these topography
parameters and the opposite behavior of ΔTV = TV − TV _ﬂat ,
the best fit line is also reported (in red). Note that the trend of
ΔTP versus mh , mβ , σθl , and σα at L-band for a rough soil is
quite similar to that shown in Fig. 7. The corresponding plots
are therefore omitted for conciseness.
The results shown in Figs. 5–7 and those reported in Tables I
and II indicate that, at least for the simplified land-cover scenario considered here, in which homogeneous characteristics
of the observed surface (i.e., bare soil with uniform moisture
and roughness) are assumed, it is possible to predict the error
made by observing a mountainous area through a spaceborne
microwave radiometer, so that a correction of this error can be
envisaged.
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TABLE III
VALUES ( IN K ELVIN ) OF THE RMS D IFFERENCE B ETWEEN
STAMIRA-D ERIVED AND P REDICTED ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat ’s
FOR THE F IRST T EST S ET C ONSIDERED IN T HIS PAPER
(132 R ECORDS ; R ED B OX IN F IG . 4) AT C-BAND

TABLE IV
S AME AS TABLE III, BUT FOR L-BAND (24 R ECORDS )

Fig. 7.

Same as Fig. 6, but for L-band.

IV. P REDICTION OF THE E RROR D UE TO R ELIEF
To evaluate the error related to topography, on the basis of
the eight parameters introduced in the previous section, we
have considered both a regression analysis (RA) and an NN
approach, as we have profitably done in previous works for both
direct and inverse problems (e.g., [19]–[21]).
We have simulated eight different experiments, trying to
predict ΔTP using the topographic parameters at two polarizations, two frequency bands, and two roughness conditions
of the bare surface. We have built eight databases consisting of
either 264 (C-band) or 48 (L-band) vectors, each containing the
values of mh , mβ , mα , mθl , σh , σβ , σα , and σθl , coupled to
the STAMIRA-derived ΔTP .
First of all, we have verified the utility to employ all the
topographic parameters as predictors of ΔTP . On one hand, we
have shown in the previous section that some of these parameters presented quite small values of R, although in principle
they might carry information on the error. On the other hand,
the quantities that turned out to be correlated with ΔTP might
be also strictly correlated to each other, being derived from the
same DEM, thus carrying the same information. A principal
component analysis is suitable to reduce the dimensionality of
a data set by decreasing the number of variables without losing
the information content.
We have applied the RA to the new databases obtained by
transforming the original ones into the space of the principal
components. To this aim, the new databases have been divided
in training and test sets through a systematic sampling, as we
have done in [19] and [22]. The coefficients of the regressions
found from the RA of the training sets have been used to
predict, for the test sets, the STAMIRA-derived values of
ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat . Tables III and IV report the values of the
root mean square (rms) difference between STAMIRA-derived
and predicted ΔTP values that we have found, for the test sets,
by varying the number of the principal components (NPC ).
Tables III and IV suggest that each principal component generally adds information on the error ΔTP . It can be also noted
that, for L-band V -pol, using four or seven components results
in the same rms difference between STAMIRA and predicted

Fig. 8. Predicted through the regression approach versus STAMIRA ΔTP =
TP − TP _ﬂat for the first test set considered in this paper (132 records; red
box in Fig. 4) at C-band. The red dashed line denotes the best fit. The black line
indicates perfect agreement.

errors, while the quality of the estimates improves using all the
eight components, i.e., considering all the parameters representing the topography (mh , mβ , mα , mθl , σh , σβ , σα , and σθl ) as
predictors. We have also found that the correlation coefficient
between estimated and simulated ΔTP ’s is always larger than
0.94 even for NPC = 4.
The previous finding has led us to use all the parameters
that we have chosen to represent the topography of the area
of interest as predictors. The results of the application of the
regression approach by employing all the predictors are shown
in Fig. 8 (C-band) and Fig. 9 (L-band), whereas the corresponding values of rms difference between the predicted and
STAMIRA ΔTP ’s can be read in the sixth column of Tables III
and IV. The results of the regression are worse for L-band with
respect to C-band mainly because of the less number of records
of the training set (24, i.e., 48/2, having split the STAMIRAderived databases in the training and test ones, versus 132, i.e.,
264/2). Although the inherent low resolution of a microwave
radiometer implies that a small number of pixels cover the
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for L-band (24 records).

Alpine region (particularly at L-band for which such a poor
resolution is combined to a large pixel spacing), thus limiting
the dimension of the training sets, the results seem to indicate
the feasibility of the proposed method to estimate the error
due to topography. Note that further widening of the selected
Alpine area would have added only few pixels to the training
set without substantially changing the results.
As for the NN approach, we have chosen an architecture
consisting of eight input neurons (i.e., the number of predictors), eight hidden neurons, and four outputs (two polarizations
times two soil conditions). Two different networks have been
designed for C- and L-bands. Regarding the learning algorithm,
we have chosen the Bayesian regularization, in combination
with the Levenberg–Marquardt training, as done in [19] and
[21]. Such a choice allows a high efficiency and ensures the
capability of a NN to properly respond to unexpected inputs
(i.e., the so-called generalization). The latter feature can be
important when dealing with a highly variable topography such
as that characteristic of the Alpine region.
The outcomes obtained by applying the NN approach to the
same training and test sets used for RA have turned out to
be substantially the same for L-band, while an improvement
has been found for C-band. Again, this different behavior
can be mainly ascribed to the small dimension of the L-band
training set, on its turn related to the pixel spacing that we
have assumed to simulate the SMAP measurements, which
might not ensure an optimal NN training. We have obtained
the following values of rms difference between the predicted
and STAMIRA ΔTP ’s at C-band: 0.10 K (rough soil, H-pol),
0.10 K (rough soil, V -pol), 0.03 K (smooth soil, H-pol), and
0.06 K (smooth soil, V -pol). These values have to be compared
with those reported on the sixth column of Table III.
Two further tests have been carried out for C-band to verify
whether the proposed approach could represent a reliable road
to predict the relief effects. We have considered, as test sets,
both a different Alpine area (red box in Fig. 4), only partially
overlapping the previous one, and another geographic region,
that is the Pyrenees, taking advantage of the availability of
a DEM of the Pyrenean chain (250 × 250 m of resolution).

Fig. 10. Predicted through the NN approach versus STAMIRA ΔTP =
TP − TP _ﬂat for the second test set considered in this paper (green box in
Fig. 4) at C-band. The red dashed line denotes the best fit. The black line
indicates perfect agreement.

Fig. 11. Predicted through the NN approach versus STAMIRA ΔTP =
TP − TP _ﬂat for the third test set considered in this paper at C-band (Pyrenees). The red dashed line denotes the best fit. The black line indicates perfect
agreement.

We have run STAMIRA for these new DEMs too (512 ×
512 pixels for the Alpine DEM; 1500 × 500 pixels for the
Pyrenean one). For this exercise, all the 264 values of ΔTP =
TP − TP _ﬂat derived from the DEM that was previously used
have been included in the training set. The aim of this final
part of our study is the evaluation of the outcomes for test sets
that are totally independent from the training one, exploiting
the existence of a certain degree of spatial coherence between
the topographic structures in the Alps and the Pyrenees [5]. The
results of these tests are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for the NN
approach, whereas Table V reports the rms difference between
STAMIRA and predicted ΔTP ’s for both the algorithms.
Looking at Figs. 10 and 11 the encouraging results obtained in the previous test of the proposed methodology are
confirmed. Looking at Table V, the difference between the
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TABLE V
VALUES ( IN K ELVIN ) OF THE RMS D IFFERENCE B ETWEEN
STAMIRA-D ERIVED AND P REDICTED ΔTP = TP − TP _ﬂat ’s
AT C-BAND . T HE VALUES IN THE F IRST T WO ROWS R EGARD THE
S ECOND T EST S ET C ONSIDERED IN T HIS PAPER (G REEN B OX
IN F IG . 4). T HE VALUES IN THE L AST T WO ROWS
C ONCERN THE T HIRD T EST S ET (P YRENEES )

performances yielded by the algorithms for smooth soils is
evident. In this case, the improvement achieved by using the NN
can be ascribed to the generalization capability of the Bayesian
regularization learning that allows dealing with a different area
of interest. We have found that the worse behavior of RA with
respect to NN is particularly evident in the range of small
|ΔTP |, probably because the first data set used in this work
(employed as training set for these final tests) includes a large
number of records with high |ΔTP | (see Fig. 8).
It must be finally underlined that, although an NN trained for
the Alps has yielded fairly good performances for the Pyrenees
as well, we do not claim that, once the NN (or a regression) is
trained on a specific region, it can be used worldwide. Indeed,
taking advantage of the availability of elevation data on a
near-global scale (e.g., through the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission), the simulator can be run in any geographic area of
interest (or at least in a representative sample of it) to produce
a reliable training set.
V. C ONCLUSION
A numerical simulator of satellite microwave radiometric
observations of mountainous scenes has been used to assess the
feasibility of predicting the relief effects on the measurements
of a spaceborne microwave radiometer. For this purpose, the
trends of the difference between the antenna temperature computed for a surface with complex topography and that calculated
for a flat terrain versus the parameters describing the relief
have been analyzed. To represent the relief, we have selected
quantities that can be derived from a DEM, such as the mean
values and standard deviations, within the radiometer antenna
footprint, of height, slope, aspect, and local incidence angle.
The study has been mainly performed making reference to a
mountainous area in the Alps and considering two conically
scanning instruments operating at L- and C-bands.
The results have shown the strict correlation existing between
the error in satellite microwave radiometric observations due to
relief and some of the parameters previously listed. A regression analysis and a neural-network approach have been used to
estimate this error as a function of the parameters representing
the relief, yielding encouraging results. Although the proposed
methodology needs to be validated for more complex scenarios
that should include, for instance, a heterogeneous surface with
variable moisture and roughness, as well as vegetation cover, it
seems to represent a valid road to tackle the problem of modeling and correcting the effects due to topography in problems
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concerning the retrieval of biogeophysical parameters, such as
soil moisture, from microwave radiometric data.
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